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        The Plantronics Voyager 510S has a Fixed Boom Arm Mic Boom Style
The Plantronics Voyager 510S supports Noise Cancelling
Plantronics Voyager 510S Datasheet
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        Plantronics Voyager 510S headset
In addition to the wired connectivity, a lot of advancements have also been done in the field of wireless connectivity; and Bluetooth headsets are among such innovations. Wireless connectivity helps you to provide a convenient and the easiest way of communicating with others. Either used for personal purposes or used for professional purposes, the Bluetooth communicator headsets provide an excellent voice quality and extra ordinary results of sounds. The Plantronics Voyager 510S headset are introduces recently as Bluetooth communicators headsets. These headsets are now officially being used professionally by most of the users. The excellent features of voyager 510S headset make them unique and extraordinarily exclusive. Here are some exciting features of Plantronics Voyager 510S headset:
These headsets use Bluetooth technology and are compatible in all Bluetooth environments. In addition, they can be used in all WIFI environments as well. These headsets are mostly being used by busy professionals, who find it difficult to use their cell phone to receive the calls
Its amazing features enable you to connect this device to your office phone and computer as well. You can attach this device with your official telephoniCSystem as well. The multi technology incorporated in these headsets enables it to detect wherever the phone is ringing and attends the call on a single press of button
 The distance up to which this headset can detect the calls is 10 meters. Up to a distance of 10 meters, this device would detect the ringing phone within seconds and will automatically connect it with you,
Many optional accessories are also provided along with the headset. These accessories include the USB charger, online indicator for your office; carry case and a handset lifter, with the help of which you can attend the call wherever it is ringing within the range
These headsets have volume and mute functions as well, with the help of which you can se the volume of your call very easily
The headset is very stylish and light weighted. The total weight of the device is 15g
It includes the feature of noise cancelling; with the help of which you can hear the noises in extreme noisiest conditions as well. By cutting the background noises, these headsets help you to get a clear and audible sound from the other end
The device has a talk time of 6 hours and ensures a stand by time of 100 hours
It uses Bluetooth V1.2 technology to attend the calls. The LED indicators are present on the headsets which display the battery condition and talk time of the headset
These headsets are purchased with a warranty of 2 years from the online retailer stores
If you want to get benefited from this extra ordinary device, purchase it right now! Get your self rid of sitting at one place to attend your important business calls

For further Plantronics Voyager 510S Headset features please click here

For the Plantronics Voyager 510S Headset user manual click here
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        More Information	Warranty	12 Months Warranty
	Connectivity	Bluetooth
	Noise Cancelling	Yes
	Headset Style	Over the ear
	Mic Boom Style	Fixed Boom Arm
	Number Of Ear Pieces	One (Monaural)
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